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dating speed. Dating sites for loners. Asian dating and matchmaking service for singles.The Pulse The Pulse was a radio broadcast on WVUA
91.9 FM in Ithaca, New York, United States. Originally beginning in 1988 as a production of WVUA hosted by Ann Mansfield, the show
interviewed many local personalities and musicians in the Cornell music scene. It was switched over to a new format as a result of WVUA's
partnership with the Albany-based radio station WRVO in the 1990s. The show continued to air from WRVO studios until moving to studios
in downtown in 2003. The show returned to WVUA in 2010. Featured guests The Pulse interviewed many musicians and bands in the Cornell
music scene. They were mainly Cornell musicians, bands, and solo artists, though they have interviewed many high-profile musicians in the
Cornell music community. The show is considered one of the more influential aspects in the development of Cornell radio. The following list
is not a complete list, but only highlights some of the major names in the Cornell music scene: Adam Messinger (former lead singer of
hardcore punk band Street Dogs) Andrew Bird Aaron Dessner (The National) Avishai Cohen Ben Lee Blackbird Raum David Berman DJ
Logic Elliot Easton (The Cars) First Aid Kit Gabriel Kahane Guillermo E. Brown Gus Goncharov Hanna Mar Hope Sandoval Ira Kaplan John
Medeski John Moen Karen O (the Yeah Yeah Yeahs) Kimya Dawson Kanye West Local H Lucius Maria Minerva Matt Corby (Eels) Matt
Chamberlain Mike Doughty (Mellow Hymns) Mike Gordon (Phish) Michael Hedges (Death Cab For Cutie) Michael Stipe (REM) Minnie
Driver Novogratz Phosphorescent (band) Pivot Robyn Hitchcock Sam Cohen Seth Cohen Spoon Strangefolk Sufjan Stevens Swans Thomas
Bartlett Tunde Adebimpe (the Wallflowers) Warren Zevon Whirr Zydeco References Category:American music radio
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